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The momentum flux associated with gravity waves is an important quantity to evaluate
their effects on global circulations. As the gravity waves have various sources, it is likely that multiple gravity
waves propagating in different directions are usually superposed. In such situation, even if all physical
quantities are available, it is difficult to estimate the total momentum flux of gravity waves (i.e., a sum of
absolute values of momentum fluxes of respective waves). In the present study, a new formula was derived to
estimate the total momentum fluxes. This theoretical formula contains variances of three dimensional wind and
temperature fluctuations and includes neither wavenumbers nor frequencies explicitly. This formula requires that
wave fields are decomposed into monochromatic waves. The momentum fluxes were estimated by applying
this formula to a gravity-wave resolving general circulation model data. The model has T213 spectral horizontal
resolution and 256 vertical levels extending from the surface to a height of 85 km with a uniform vertical spacing
of 300 m in the middle atmosphere (Watanabe et al., JGR, 2008). As no gravity wave parameterization is used,
all gravity waves in the model are spontaneously emitted from sources (convections, topographies, instabilities,
jet imbalances, etc). Watanabe et al. showed that the model represents realistic general circulation and thermal
structure in the middle atmosphere. Disturbances whose horizontal wavenumbers are greater than 26 are
defined as gravity waves. Estimation was made for the following 3 cases whose degree of monochromatic
wave assumption at each grid is different: 1) The fluctuations are assumed to be due to a monochromatic
gravity wave. 2) The fluctuations can be decomposed only by vertical wavenumbers. 3) The fluctuations can be
decomposed by both vertical wavenumbers and frequencies. The resultant momentum fluxes from 2) and 3) are
similar, while those from 1) and 2) are largely different, suggesting that gravity waves could be decomposed
into monochromatic waves only by vertical wavenumbers. Moreover, following previous studies such as super
pressure balloon observations (such as VORCORE), the vertical and time average of the product of horizontal
and vertical wind fluctuation components was calculated and compared with the estimate from the new formula.
The result accords well with those from 2) and 3). This means that this simple method used in the previous
studies gives reasonable results. Furthermore, the absolute momentum fluxes were divided into components in
4 directions and the geographic distributions were examined. The result is shown in the table,which is









ルの出力データを用いて運動量フラックスの推定を試みた。モデルは水平解像度 T213、地表から高度 85km まで
鉛直 256 層、中層大気においては 300m 間隔の鉛直グリッドを持つ (Watanabe et al., JGR, 2008)。重力波パラ
メタリゼーションを使っていないので、モデル内の重力波は全て対流や山岳、不安定、ジェットフロントシステ
ムなどから自発的に生じたものである。このモデルでは中層大気において現実的な大規模循環が再現されること
が Watanabe et al.により示されている。








と 43%、37%と 16%、51%と 12%というこの結果は、正味の運動量フラックス分布を示した Sato et al. (GRL, 
2009)の結果と整合的である。
           Table 1.  Contribution of respective components to the total momentum fluxes
region northward(%) westward(%) southward(%) eastward(%)
Indian monsoon 22 10 24 43
the jet front system of the 
Southern Hemisphere 20 37 27 16
South Andes 15 51 22 12
           Figure 1. Distributions of respective components of the momentum fluxes (coutour color) and the time and
           vertical mean zonal wind (black line) at 70-30hPa in July.
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